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Dress for Success
By Lisa Charleyboy

Are you re-entering the workforce, or have you just landed that first corporate job and now wondering 
what to wear? We interviewed the co-founder of Savillian (who specializes in custom tailored suits), Jas 
Banwait, to glean her top tips to get you dressed for success in the business world. 
Continue reading below...
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Fit & Fabric
Jas Banwait says that both fit and fabric should be foremost in your mind when selecting a suit. “You 
always have to focus on getting the fit right in the shoulder over everything else because the 
alterations are challenging in that area,” she says. You can always alter the waist, as this is one key 
area that you don’t want to lose in a suit. “Always wear natural fabrics like wool, cotton and silk, rather 
than synthetics like rayon and polyester,” Banwait says. “When you compare the two types of fabrics, 
the natural ones are always longer lasting and will still look good in time.” 

Shop for jackets

$69.00 Sale $41.40

at The Shopping Channel 

Similar items

$215.00

at The Shopping Channel 

Similar items

$150.00 Sale $81.50

at The Shopping Channel 

Similar items

$250.00 Sale $99.77

at The Shopping Channel 

Similar items

Editor's Picks:

Our Current Top 10s

LINEN SHORT 

SLEEVE PINSTRIPE 

BLAZER 

Buy it

LINEN BLEND CAP 

SLEEVE JACKET 

Buy it

LINEN JACKET 

Buy it

HERRINGBONE 

SINGLE BREASTED 

JACKET 

Buy it
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Foundations are Key
Building a solid foundation based on key pieces is essential for creating a professional wardrobe. “It’s 
best to invest in your wardrobe with at least 80% of foundation pieces in natural fibers, leaving the 
other 20% for more trendy pieces in synthetic fibers,” Jas Banwait says. A black suit, a crisp white 
collared shirt, a 2” black pump, a sleeveless shell, and a grey suit are just a few of the foundation 
pieces that you should be stocking in your closet. Banwait asserts that the foundation wardrobe is 
“very professional, can follow you to any job, and never goes out of style, especially if it has a good fit 
and a proper fabric.” 

Shop for sleeveless blouses

$68.00 Sale $19.55

at The Shopping Channel 

Similar items
$39.50

at L.L.Bean 

Similar items

Larger photo

$105.00 Sale $42.90

at The Shopping Channel 

Similar items

$69.00 Sale $44.00

at Orvis 

Similar items

Understated Accessories
Once you have your basics covered, it’s important not to get too carried away with accessories. “You 
don’t want others to be distracted by your earrings. You want your personality to come out more than 
your accessories,” says Banwait. “I wouldn’t wear dangly earrings, or long chains, just choose 
something subtle that matches your outfit.” Classic jewelry items like pearl earrings, diamond studs and 
neutral accessories are your best bets when creating outfits for the boardroom. When in doubt, 
remember keep it simple over sexy. 

Shop for diamond stud earrings | Shop for pearl earrings

$199.00 Sale $149.00

at MyJewelleryBox.ca 

Similar items

Larger photo

$200.00

at Blue Nile 

Similar items

$249.00

at MyJewelleryBox.ca 

Similar items

Larger photo

$70.00

at Blue Nile 

Similar items

Trend Not
While it can be hard to resist trends, when you’re in the work world, it’s best to keep them at bay. 
“Once you build your foundation, then you can play around with trend but you can’t get too carried 
away,” advises Jas Banwait. “Take a trend and then see how you can adopt it into a corporate look.” 
For example while ruffles are rampant on runways, try incorporating this look into a small detail on 
your blouse instead of a full-on ruffled skirt. “Dress for the job that you want, not the one that you 
have,” she says. That helpful hint perfectly sums up the way to dress for success in the workplace. 

STRIPE BLOUSE 

Buy it

LL Bean: Brushed 

Poplin Shirt Long 

Sleeve Misses 

Regular 

Buy it

SLEEVELESS TOP 

Buy it

Orvis Wrinkle-Free 

Pinpoint Stand-

Collar Shirt 

Buy it

Solitaire Stud 

Diamond Earrings 

1/4 Carat (ctw) in 

14K... 

Buy it

Pearl Earrings: 18k 

Gold Akoya Cultured 

Pearls (7-7.4mm) 

Buy it

Princess Cut 

Solitaire Stud 

Diamond Earrings 

1/4 Carat... 

Buy it

Pearl Earrings: 14k 

Gold Freshwater 

Cultured Pearls 

Buy it
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Shop for ruffle blouses

More from MSN.ca
Make yourself over and win a Bobbi Brown palette
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